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were clearly visible; the object coming downwards in front of the car, flying 
slowly forward, making a brief halt and then disappearing right up into the sky. 
The observers stated that the object must have been large. The observation lasted 
some 30 seconds. All four persons felt a certain pressure in their heads both during 
the observation and shortly afterwards. (This symptom has also been felt by some 
other witnesses who have observed UFOs in Hessdalen.) The observers were also a bit 
frightened and none of them had seen anything similar before. 

The Project Hessdalen Fund 

Left: A drawing made by 
the witnesses. The surface 
looked like glass; shining 
with a greenish clour. 

This project fund was established in June 1983 in order to finance the 
entire Project Hessdalen the following year. Together with private donations, it was 
the intention that several private firms and institutions should sponsor the project 
with (it was hoped) considerable amounts of money. A prestigious plan to attract 
possible investors'attention was launched and should be followed up by certain appoint
ed members of the project committee. However, despite all efforts, especially during 
t he latter half of 1983, no significantly lucrative deals were established. I n that 
sense, the project became mainly a private economical venture more or less pa id for by 
each participant's own pocket. Some of our foreign readers will remember that an invi
tation to sponsor the.project was carried out already at the BUFORA conference in 1983. 
Interested persons could give a certain amount of money, being registered and then 
receive running information from the developing project. However, it soon appeared that 
this action (together with others) was not enough to finance a project of this magnitude. 

When cooperation with various scientific institutions gradually developed, 
we acquired some hope of official funding. But due to reasons mentioned above, this did 
not become a reality. 

Then, in August 1985, an invitation to join the Project Hessdalen Workshop 
was sent to ea. 100 ufologists around the world. A conference giving an in-depth review 
of the phenomena and the investigation in Hessdalen was planned for 2-4 November in 
Oslo. However, due to a late invitation and the fact that most of the participants had 
to travel very far (with no expenses covered), a very limited positive response was 
noticed. Instead, an alternative meeting was arranged with selected members from UFO
Ncrge and Riksorganisationen UFO-Sverige. The future of Project Hessdalen was discussed, 
accepting the fact that no further, immediate funding was possible. Therefore, the 
scope f or UFO-research was extended to geographically cover the whole of Scandinavia. 
If s i milar phenomena as those experienced in Hd. should appear at places around Scandi
navia over prolonged per iods of time, investigative teams and field stations should be 
establi shed on the spot. However ambitious, this programme should become realistic by 
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gradually acqu1r1ng funds (by means of private donations) for several years. One of 
the first sources of income was the circulation of stickers, T-shirts etc. together 
with the sale of the Project Hessdalen Final Technical Report. 

The present state of the project reveals that to obtain significant 
funds in this way (and for such purposes) is a long and tiresome process, especially 
when rapid action and results are called for. Our foreign connections will probably 
~;elcome news and further results from Hessdalen (and other places). Presently, however, 
no locations exist in Scandinavia where UFO-phenomena are sighted frequently enough 
to justify an expedition a la Hessdalen. Another precluding factor is the still limited 
resources available. ----

Interested persons may still contribute to the Project Fund by sending 
money (in whatever currency) to the following address: 

Project Hessdalen Fund 
P.O.Box 14 
N-3133 Duken 
NORWAY 

Bank account no.: 2420.25.33945 
Postal account no.: 402 23 56 

(Postal cheques valid inside Nordic countries and Germany only. Confer with your 
post office.) 

A book about the phenomena in Hessdalen 

During s pring of 1987, a new bGo:< about the phenomena in Hessdalen was 
published in Norway. Leif Havik, principal field-researcher in Hd., authored 
"UFOs: Kan det Umulige vrere Mulig?" (UFOs: can the Impossible be Possible?). Here he 
summarises his own experiences from Hessdalen during the previous 6 years, comparing 
similar events in Yakima and Missouri, USA, together with the incidents in T~;ende, 
Netherland. Altogether, a very readable account of events taken place during the last 
15 years, trying to find similar features and possible explanations; although he 
avoids being categoric in his judgement. 

Conclusion 

Interested persons may apply for copies at the following address: 

Phonovision L. Havik 
P.O.Box 485 
N-7001 Trondheim 
NORWAY 

Bank account no. 4200.41.30280 
Postal account no.: 536 03 75 

Price NOK 198,-

As our readers understand, various reasons are responsible for the 
present, inactive state of Project Hessdalen. Whatever the future may bring, we 
certainly hope to be able to conduct further research into these elusive phenomena. 
There are certainly no plans to bury this project, just let it gradually recover 
from a period with limited resources! 

From time to time we will bring the latest news regarding the project, 
hopefully giving unique and interesting information. 

Translated from Norwegian by Mentz Kaarb0 
with the help of Hilary Evans. 
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